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Ace Toronto Discussion Notes: September 28, 2016
Popular Media

3 attendees
Facilitation & notes by Bess

Respect guidelines (available here)

Introductions: Names and pronouns were shared

Opening question: What ace characters can people think of?

 The Doctor (from Doctor Who) and Sherlock Holmes often come up as apparently ace characters, though 
both have become more sexualized recently

 The Doctor’s started making more sexual comments and jokes since Steven Moffat took over writing the 
show

 Elementary’s depiction of Sherlock started off saying he found sex “repulsive” but necessary to the optimal 
functioning of his body, but later in the show that attitude has sort of disappeared and he seems to have a 
more normative attitude toward sex

 Some recent novels have explicitly ace characters

◦ E.g. Quicksilver by R.J. Anderson, some of Seanan McGuire’s work

◦ A Natural History of Dragons by Marie Brennan (not explicit, but heavily implied)

 There also seems to be an emerging trend of “ace best friend” characters in novels, similar to the trope of 
the “gay best friend” (and with similar implications that aces don’t have stories worth centering) -- though 
we couldn’t think of any specific titles

 Some recent webcomics have ace characters, including Girls with Slingshots

 Also the comic strip Archie recently revealed an explicitly asexual character -- which a lot of people in the 
community were excited about even if they don’t read the comics, partly because it seems like a relatively 
mainstream or traditional medium

 Fresh Off The Boat recently had a character refer to someone’s ex-wife as “asexual” in a pejorative way, 
framing it as a reason for the divorce

 Fairly common to see the word used as a joke or as shorthand for “weird and unattractive”

 It’s hard for characters to be explicitly ace or aro without having a “vocabulary lesson” for uninformed 
audiences -- it’s not as easy as making a character gay/bi/queer by showing who they date

◦ But it’s fairly easy to headcanon (imagine a character as having a certain trait even though it’s never 
made explicit in their story) -- any character who doesn’t date or doesn’t have sex is easy to imagine as
ace or aro (and of course, them dating or having sex isn’t a dealbreaker)

 Varys on Game Of Thrones says he was never interested in either men or women, even before he became 
a eunuch

◦ He says that sexual and romantic desire cause a lot of chaos and violence

▪ Example of the trope of the person who sees romance and sex as dangerous and/or immature, 
sees themself or is seen as intellectually/morally superior for not engaging

 We talked a bit about vague discomfort with this trope

◦ Does it erase or minimize violence and conflict that don’t arise from sexual and romantic 
feelings?

◦ Does it dehumanize these characters by idolizing them?

◦ Does it turn asexuality/aromanticism into a device to illuminate the flaws and problems of 
other characters?

https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/
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 Tendency toward clunkiness when introducing the concept explicitly

◦ Hard to avoid -- if you don’t spell it out, audiences project their own interpretations onto characters, 
which rarely include asexuality and aromanticism

 You also get “headcanon wars” over whether characters are ace or gay/bi -- the implication being that they 
couldn’t be, you know, both

◦ E.g. A post on tumblr headcanoning Jessica Rabbit (from Who Framed Roger Rabbit?) as ace, 
because she expresses no sexual interest in men, got arguments from people asking why she couldn’t 
just be a lesbian

▪ It’s worth pointing out OP’s failure to consider that possibility

▪ But the two ideas are completely compatible

Discussion question: Were there characters you related to as ace or aro, before you knew about asexuality 
and aromanticism?

 Not really? Though I remember resonating with Hannalore from the webcomic Questionable Content, 
because she doesn’t want to have sex because of her OCD

 We remember relating less to characters whose major motives were about sex and/or romance, and 
connecting with friendship narratives without romantic subtext

◦ E.g. Harry and Hermione from the Harry Potter series; the 9th Doctor and Rose Tyler from Doctor Who;
the characters in Rent, who form a chosen family

 Ambiguous characters

◦ Ned from Pushing Daisies sometimes headcanoned as ace

▪ He does have a sex dream, but that’s not a dealbreaker

 The show’s tension relies heavily on his not being able to touch his girlfriend (he brought her 
back from the dead and if he touches her she’ll die again)

 Whether he’s ace or not, some aces relate to the show because it depicts a positive romantic 
relationship that doesn’t include sex

 One person said they headcanon Rae from Star Wars: The Force Awakens as ace, because 
why not?

 Romance and sex as lazy ways of providing “character development” or moving the plot forward

◦ So potentially ace/aro characters often wind up “developing” out of it

◦ e.g. Spock is dating Uhura now in the Star Trek movies (what??)

◦ Also that one House episode came up, as usual (more info here)
▪ Characters who identify as ace, but it’s later revealed that they “just” have a treatable medical 

condition that affects their sex drive and they get “cured”

▪ Grey’s Anatomy has a similar plotline, without explicitly mentioning asexuality

 We often seek out ace characters intentionally or hear about them through ace communities

◦ You almost never see ace or aro characters “in the wild”

◦ Means people who don’t seek out representations often never hear about asexuality at all

http://www.salon.com/2012/01/31/house_gets_asexuality_wrong/
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Discussion question: Is bad representation better than no representation?

 Depends how bad, and what kind of bad

◦ the House episode and other “cure narratives” are pretty actively harmful

◦ But what about something like Sirens, which has a clunky and rather poorly executed plot line around a
character coming out as ace? Is that better than nothing?

◦ What about nonhuman characters who are ace (e.g. robots, aliens)? Does that perpetuate the idea that
aces are “missing an essential piece of humanity”? Maybe it’s worth it for the sake of having characters
we can relate to

 Are bad representations valuable in that they get people talking about asexuality?

◦ But ace communities are so small that it doesn’t tend to make a lot of waves

◦ E.g. no discernible response so far to the derogatory comment on Fresh Off The Boat

 Potentially ace/aro characters are often “loners”

◦ Not much representation of the value of other kinds of relationships, or the ability to have a rich and full 
social life that doesn’t include dating or sex

◦ Sometimes these characters have relationships that are always doomed by their personal 
circumstances or their fundamental isolation -- e.g. The Doctor, whose friendships with his companions 
are always limited by their mortality, and who often distances himself from them or abandons them to 
avoid acknowledging this

◦ Sherlock and Watson have a significant nonromantic/sexual relationship, especially on Elementary

◦ Raleigh and Mako on Pacific Rim have a meaningful nonromantic relationship

◦ It’s true that ace/aro people are often isolated, and a lot of us do struggle with close relationships 
generally

◦ But the trope of the “loner” who doesn’t date or have sex perpetuates the idea that dating and sex are 
the most important markers of a meaningful social life

 The trope of the aro/ace genius: The implication seems to be “if you don’t do romance and sex, you better 
be incredibly good at something else to make up for it”

 Wouldn’t it be nice to have an ace/aro equivalent to romance novels?

◦ Basically, fluffy escapist relationship narratives that don’t center around romance or sex

◦ The closest mainstream things we could think of were comedies

▪ E.g. the remake of Ghostbusters, The Heat (a female buddy cop movie)

◦ Some friendship narratives exist, but the characters are often still focused on dating or sex

▪ E.g. “Bro” narratives about guys helping each other find someone to have sex with

▪ Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants series or Sex and the City, which focus on women using 
friendships to process romantic and sexual relationships


